HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE

These remains consist of slag heaps, piles of fire bricks, numerous depressions in the ground and what would appear to be the base of the fluming stack. These are the relics of a highly significant industry; the first smelting of copper ore in the Lower North. Burra ore was at first carted to Adelaide and thence to overseas smelters. Messrs. Penny and Owen decided to establish a South Australian smelter. They were attracted to Tothill's Scrub (Apoinga) because of the forest of gums available for fuel. In 1848 the smelter was built, valued at £10,000. In 1849 the first copper was produced (some months before Burra's smelter) and the newspapers hailed "a new era in metallurgy".

By 1851 fifty tons of high quality copper per week were being produced, with four furnaces in constant use. The works by then supported a population of about 100, living in Apoinga. The town included an hotel (see separate sheet), shops and about thirty houses. Most of the workers were wood-cutters. When South Australian mines were first deserted for the Victorian goldfields, the Apoinga works continued, as there was ore enough to smelt and the men were under contract. But the men dumped much of the good copper so that receipts dropped, the works closed and they were free to leave. The smelter was re-used only for a short period some years later, and Apoinga has been long deserted.
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